Date:16th October 2020
Appreciation for completion of Term I of the Academic year 2020-21 during the Pandemic
Dear Parents
Yali Ho !
You are aware that the current ‘Academic Year’ started on shaky grounds because of the Pandemic. As the session began, the
teachers and students geared up for the online teaching with a lot of enthusiasm. The parents too supported this endeavor.
Thanks to a collective effort, the students did not lag behind in studies, their learning continued and we successfully
completed Term 1 with the conduct of Half yearly exams. The teachers ensured that the learning of the students didn’t stop
through the mode of online teaching. A lot of activities too were conducted online which included quizzes, debates,
celebration of important days etc. The teachers and students discovered online webinars and we all will agree that it’s a huge
contemporary learning experience.
We are happy to share that the survey form for parents shared by us on the ‘Effectiveness of online teaching and future
planning’, has given us positive reviews about online teaching and parents wish that to continue in the same way this year.
Considering that the parents are apprehensive of sending their wards to school in the wake of the pandemic, we would
continue with the online teaching till further notifications from the Government.
Half yearly exams were conducted successfully with 99 % of the students appearing for the same. This would not have been
possible without the full support of you, the parent and the hard work of our teachers. Trust me that teaching on an online
platform has its own challenges that have been circumvented successfully by our teachers.
Term II has already begun and we are committed to keep imparting education to your ward with the same fervor. Please keep
checking the Kalorex Parent App (Link for Android), Kalorex Parent App (Link for iPhone & ipads) / myclassboard.com
site - https://calorx.myclassboard.com/ and the Class Teacher’s whatsapp broadcast for regular updates.
I hope that you and your family remain in the best of health through this phase.

Best Wishes

Nirali Dagli
Principal
Calorx Public School

